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World Book Day, also known as World Book and
Copyright Day or International Day of the
Book, is an annual event organized by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to promote
reading, publishing, and copyright. The first
World Book Day was celebrated on 23 April
1995 and continues to be celebrated on that
day. A related event in the United Kingdom and
Ireland is marked in March. on the occasion of
World Book/Copyright Day, UNESCO chooses
the World Book Capital for one year. Each
designated World Book Capital City carries out
a program of activities to celebrate and
promote books and reading 
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Earth Day is an annual event held on April 22 to demonstrate support for

environmental protection. First held on April 22, 1970, today includes a wide range

of events coordinated globally by EarthDay.org (formerly Earth Day Network)

including 1 billion people in more than 193 countries. Invest In Our Planet is the

official theme for 2022. In 1969 at a UNESCO Conference in San Francisco, peace

activist John McConnell proposed March 21, 1970, the first day of spring in the

northern hemisphere to be a day to honor the Earth and the concept of peace.

This day of nature's equipoise was later sanctioned in a proclamation written by

McConnell and signed by UN Secretary-General U Thant. A month later, United

States Senator Gaylord Nelson proposed the idea to hold a nationwide

environmental teach-in on April 22, 1970. He hired a young activist, Denis Hayes,

to be the National Coordinator. Nelson and Hayes renamed the event "Earth Day". 

Earth Day 
By IROUNMO
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Around the world, the right to health of millions is increasingly coming under

threat.

Diseases and disasters loom large as causes of death and disability.

Conflicts are devastating lives, causing death, pain, hunger and psychological

distress.

The burning of fossil fuels is simultaneously driving the climate crisis and taking

away our right to breathe clean air, with indoor and outdoor air pollution claiming a

life every 5 seconds.

The WHO Council on the Economics of Health for All has found that at least 140

countries recognize health as a human right in their constitution. Yet countries are

not passing and putting into practice laws to ensure their populations are entitled

to access health services. This underpins the fact that at least 4.5 billion people —

more than half of the world’s population — were not fully covered by essential

health services in 2021.

To address these types of challenges, the theme for World Health Day 2024 is 'My

health, my right’. This year’s theme was chosen to champion the right of everyone,

everywhere to have access to quality health services, education, and information, as

well as safe drinking water, clean air, good nutrition, quality housing, decent

working and environmental conditions, and freedom from discrimination.

World Health Day 2024
By IROUNMO
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A presentation of the international and science and research projects University

implemented in 2023 was held on Tuesday 09.04.2024. at the Faculty of

Economics.

In total, forty seven Erasmus+ ICM networks, eight Erasmus+ CBHE projects, one

Danube Region Programme project, seven COST actions and one project supported

by the Government of United Kingdom were presented.

The presentation about International Relations Office was followed by the

presentation about ESN Mostar, what it represents, the goal of ESN and their main

activities and focus.

Presentation of international projects and
ESN MOSTAR By IROUNMO
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The following projects were presented:

Curricula innovation in climate-smart urban development based on green and

energy efficiency with the nonacademic sector/SmartWB

Serious Games for Creativity and Social Cohesion in Teacher Education /EduGame

Engaging Students for eNhancing internationalization practices in the Adriatic-

Ionian Region /ESN-AIR 

Partnership for Promotion and Popularization of Electrical Mobility through

Transformation and Modernization of WB HEIs Study Programs /PELMOB

Knowledge Triangle for a Low Carbon Economny/KALCEA

Sustainable University - Enterprise Cooperation for Improving Graduate

Employability/SUCCESS

Transforming Architectural and Civil Engineering Education towards a Sustainable

Model/TACEESM

Enhancing capacities for technology transfer, company building and innovations

in the field of ICT – CapTTict

Ideal-ist transnational NCP project

Modular energy islands for sustainability and resilience /MODENERLANDS

Positive Energy Districts European Network /PED-EU-NET

Pan-European Network for Sustainable Hydropower /PEN@Hydropower

BEekeeping products valorization and biomonitoring for the SAFEty of BEEs and

HONEY /BeSafeBeeHoney

Behavioral Next Generation in Wireless Networks for Cyber Security/BEiNG-WISE

Connecting Education and Research Communities for an Innovative Resource

Aware Society/ CERCIRAS

University and gender mainstreaming/UNIGEM
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OPEN DAY
By IROUNMO

The Open Day of the University "Džemal Bijedić" in Mostar was held on the plaza

behind the rectorate in the university campus on April 23, 2024. As part of the

program, several hundred high school seniors who expressed interest in

enrollment visited the University "Džemal Bijedić" in Mostar and the information

booths of faculties, university studies, and further informed and educated

themselves about the work of the University "Džemal Bijedić" in Mostar and the

study opportunities at faculties or university studies they plan to enroll in

according to their affinities. In addition to the aforementioned, seniors had the

opportunity to visit the information booths of the Office for International

Cooperation, the University Library, and the Student Union.

During the Open Day, the teaching staff and students were available to seniors for

any questions and information, informing them about the conditions for

enrollment in a particular faculty or university study, about curricula and

programs, organization and method of teaching, as well as about career

opportunities that can be achieved after completing studies at the University

"Džemal Bijedić" in Mostar.
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The Vice-Rector for Science and Scientific Research, Prof. Dr. Amela Piralić, emphasized that
the University continuously works on improving and aligning existing study programs with
the needs of the market but also on developing new study programs that are needed and in
demand in the labor market.
"In addition to the traditional study programs at the University 'Džemal Bijedić' in Mostar, in
the new academic year, the University offers two new study programs at the first cycle of
studies and four study programs at the second cycle of studies. The growth and development
of technological achievements require constant adjustments and adaptations to the practical
needs of employers, so this year a new study program in Mechanical Engineering is offered
at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. The new study program in Pedagogy and Special
Education at the Faculty of Education offers two directions. The Pedagogy direction aims to
educate professionals who will be qualified to perform the tasks of pedagogy professors and
special education professors at the levels of preschool, elementary, and secondary
education, acquiring the title of pedagogy professor. By choosing the Special Education
direction, students are provided with the opportunity to acquire the title of bachelor in
educational rehabilitation (defectologist). This study program aims to educate personnel
capable of performing counseling and therapeutic tasks in educational, health, and public
institutions in working with children, adolescents, and adults with special needs," stated
Vice-Rector Prof. Dr. Piralić.

After the program on the plaza behind the rectorate, a tour of faculties and university
studies was organized for the seniors, during which they had the opportunity to visit
laboratories, halls, institutes, classrooms, and amphitheaters where classes are held. During
the tour, the personnel and infrastructural resources available to faculties and university
studies at the University "Džemal Bijedić" in Mostar were presented.
On behalf of the University "Džemal Bijedić" in Mostar, we thank everyone for their visit and
once again invite all seniors to choose an appropriate study at the University "Džemal
Bijedić" in Mostar according to their affinities.
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